Special Flight Card
RSO Initials: _____

Date: ___________  Rod/Rail Size: ___________

Rocketeers Name: ______________________________________

Tripoli #: ___________  Current Cert Level: _______

Rocket Name: ______________________________________

Manufacturer: ______________________________________

Length: ___  Dia: ___  Lift-Off Weight: ___  First Flight of Rocket: ___

I acknowledge ultimate responsibility for all aspects of this Rocket flight. Signed: _________________________________

Cert. Flight Level: 1___ 2___ 3___
Observer: _________________________________

Heads-up Flight: _________________________________

___________________________________________
Main Motor: __________________________ Certified: ______

Other Motors: __________________________

Staging/cluster/air-start: ________________

Recovery: Motor Eject: _____ Electronic (main only): ____ Dual deploy: ______

Electronics: ____________________________________________

Other Features: _______________________________________

LCO Post Flight Evaluation: Good Flight: ______
Motor Fail: ___ In-Flight Fail: ____ Recovery Fail: __

Comments: __________________________________________